Roadmap to Spiritual Awakening. . .
Lecture: Awakening the Seed-Light
Questions:
Q1. Why do all seven chakras and their connecting pathways exist in a state of
dormancy within the human body from the moment of birth?
Q2. What remains hidden away because the Base Chakra is dormant?
Q3. Why is the contribution of the Love Cocoon so crucial?
Q4. Where does the love needed to open the base chakra come from?
Q5. Which of these 2 sources was more important early in Earth’s history?
Q6. As a light-worker, intent on helping others with their spiritual awakenings, what
qualifications are necessary?
Q7. When the enlightened light-worker that has been given the label of Guru opens
the base chakra of the devotee what is the Sanskrit term for the event?
Q8. What is going on when an individual is drawn to “go back to the land”?
Q9. What can be done to prevent the problems of physical body damage, disease, and
possible mental insanity due to opening the base chakra too quickly?
Q10. How can the devotee arrange his spiritual path to avoid the problems associated
with opening the base chakra too quickly?

Answers:
A1. Form, of any kind, emanates out from the Godhead into the heavens and lower
heavens, and into the third dimension in particular, without light. Form comes to
Earth void of light. The chakras are no different.
A2. All of the soul’s seed-light’s vibrational codes, which prescribed life on Earth,
remained hidden away. The important information these codes carried was pivotal to
every lesson and to every influence guiding the individual’s life path.

A3. The Love Cocoon prevented vibrations outside of love from resonating with the
base chakra. Only love—and nothing but love—was able to pierce through the many
protective layers that encased the seed-light. These layers provided fortification to the
base chakra and made it impossible for all but the strongest vibrations of love to have
any influence. The base chakra did not open and the seed-light of the soul was not
released until love dissolved the protective layers of the love cocoon.
A4. Love to open the base chakra comes primarily from external sources, but can also
come from within.
A5. Love created within the incarnate individual.
A6. Any light-worker, intent on helping others with their spiritual awakenings, must
first himself be fully awake. That is, he has created enough love within his own body
to open his own base chakra and initiate his own spiritual journey. Thereafter, he
must take all the steps necessary to achieve enlightenment and solidify his connection
with his soul. The enlightened incarnation is then vested with the power to channel
heavenly love into the base chakra of other individuals to contribute to their openings
and awakenings.
A7. Shaktipat
A8. Because black light frequencies are indigenous to both the Earth and the base
chakra, the Earth’s light and love resonate directly with the base chakra. Earth’s light
can pierce through the protective cocoon’s layers of love to open it and enter.
A9. The spiritual devotee needs to be prepared and in harmony with her soul by
doing spiritual practices such as meditation, prayer, crystal layouts, yoga, tai chi,
chanting, and more to raise her vibration sufficiently.
A10. Problems are easily avoided if the devotee trusts his own intuitive sense about
what feels right and pursues his spiritual growth at his own pace.
Go to next lecture questions HERE.
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